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New Year’s Day Sale! *
 *Sale Discounts only available with Coupon

Monday, January 1, 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Matthew Pallamary
The Center of The Universe Is Right 
Between Your Eyes But Home Is 
Where The Heart Is

Saturday, January 6 at 2:00 PM

Amie Kaufman and  
Meagan Spooner
Unearthed

Marie Lu
Batman: Nightwalker

Tuesday, January 9 at 7:00 PM

High Tech High North County Class of 2021
What Lies Ahead: A Science Fiction Anthology

Thursday, January 11 at 7:00 PM

C. Courtney Joyner
Nemo Rising

Friday, January 12 at 7:30 PM

Thomas Perry
The Bomb Maker

Jo Perry
Dead is Good

Saturday, January 13 at 2:00 PM

Jude Angelini
Hummingbird: a Memoir

Saturday, January 13 at 4:00 PM

Jeffrey Siger
An Aegean April

Sunday, January 14 at 2:00 PM

Pierce Brown
Iron Gold

Tuesday, January 16 at 7:00 PM

Kay Kenyon
At the Table of Wolves

Friday, January 19 at 7:30 PM
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Speculative Fiction
Iron Gold by Pierce Brown

And we’re back. There’s no such thing as 
“happily ever after.” Ten years have passed 
since the events in Morning Star … and 
the beat goes on. And on. War. The Forever 
War. Same old crap, different day/week/
month/year/celestial body. The same, sure, 
but this time out there are four points of 
view. Heroes? Villains? Time will tell. But 
everyone’s the hero of their own story, are 
they not?
I was a little worried going into this one. 

After all, how does one follow the #bloodydamn awesomeness 
that was Red Rising? Simple: Add three more points of view, up 
the stakes and the scope by an order of millions, and ramp up 
the action to “Holy Crap!” When’s the last time you had to catch 
your breath reading a damn book? Four points of view. Each 
would be great by itself; together they are remarkable. Start 
getting into Darrow’s point of view, then we’re on to Lyria. Start 
getting into Lyria and we’re on to Ephraim … and then to 
Lysander. It just doesn’t let up. You can’t put the #bloodydamn 
thing down! And it ain’t over. Now you have to wait a 
#bloodydamn year for the next #bloodydamn installment. Stuff 
escalates. – Guest Reviewer Patrick Heffernan
Del Rey Books, $28.00.

Sinless by Sarah Tarkoff
Los Angeles screenwriter Tarkoff’s debut 
near-future SF novel is set in a world with 
a near-global acceptance of a single 
religious being, the Great Spirit, following 
the apparent manifestation of individual’s 
morality in their physical appearance. 
People’s interior values are reflected in 
their looks, ranging from the healthy clear 
skin and appealing faces of the “good,” to 
physical distortions among the Outcast so 
severe as to result in fatalities. Preacher’s 

daughter Grace Luther is a believer, but she begins to question 
the reliability and apparent capriciousness of the judgments. An 
interesting examination of the values society sets on beautiful 
people. – Maryelizabeth
Harper Voyager trade paper original, $15.99.

The Immortalists by Chloe Benjamin
How would you live your life if you knew the exact date you 
would die? In 1969, the four children of Gertie and Saul Gold— 
Vayra (13), Daniel (11), Klara (9), and Simon (7)—spend what 
may be their last summer together in the heat of New York 
City’s Lower East Side. When they hear about a traveling 
psychic who can tell them the day they will die, they cannot 
resist the draw to go to her. The Immortalists is the story of this 
family, each of the four siblings, their lives and deaths, and the 
love that binds them together. It is told against the background 
of our own history and weaves Jewish heritage and traditions 
seamlessly into the story narrative. It is a moving journey 
through life’s choices, the acceptance of who you are, and 
ultimately, what is most important in life. This is an exceptional 
book and I cannot recommend it highly enough. – Terry 

This book is stunning. Alluring from its first page to its very 
last, The Immortalists is exquisitely written and intimately told, 

a book that will both break and heal your heart as you explore 
the nature of destiny and human action. – Kelly
G.P. Putnam’s Sons, $26.00.

 How to Stop Time by Matt Haig
Tom Hazard is 436 years old, though he 
looks like he is in his 40s. He was born in 
1581 and, unlike the rest of us; he ages only 
one year every 15 years. Not only does his 
condition keep him young, it protects him 
from illness. This may sound like the 
ultimate immortal life, but for Tom it has 
been a lonely and sad existence since his 
wife died of The Plague in 1623.
In the late 1800s, Tom discovers that there 

are other people in the world with the same condition and he 
joins their “society” for his protection (and theirs). He finds 
himself living by rules that make his life, well, unlivable. But, 
what keeps Tom going is the hope that he will be reunited with 
his daughter Marion, who he believes, has inherited his 
condition.
The story of Tom’s life through the centuries and the famous 
people he meets (Shakespeare and F. Scott Fitzgerald!) is 
mixed seamlessly with the narrative of his current life as a 
history teacher (of course!) in London. Tom’s observations are 
a poignant commentary about the current issues of the day and 
the meaning of life. This is an engaging and fun read for 
everyone. – Terry
Viking, $26.00. 

Mystery & Suspense
This Is What Happened by Mick Herron

This Is What Happened is a mesmerizing 
psychological thriller with a strikingly 
clever plot. It begins when an ordinary 
young woman is recruited by MI5 to install 
a surveillance program onto a London 
company’s computer network. The riveting 
account of her attempt to do this is 
followed by a shocking plot twist that 
completely shape-shifts the story. More 
surprises follow. Mick Herron’s talent is on 
full display in this compulsively readable 

book, which includes spies, misogyny, Stockholm Syndrome, 
missing people, and sisterly love. For fans of psychological 
suspense and dark, literary thrillers. – Kim
Soho Crime, $23.95.

Need to Know by Karen Cleveland
It is not a (complete) spoiler to tell you that Vivian Miller’s 
husband is a Russian spy. You will know this within the first 30 
pages. But for Vivian, this revelation is beyond 
uncomfortable, because it is her job at the CIA trying to uncover 
the Russian spy network of sleepers that have assimilated 
themselves into life in the U.S. And while comparisons to “Mr. 
and Mrs. Smith” are inevitable, you are in entirely different 
territory here. Vivian and Matt have been married for 10 years 
and have four small children. The discovery of Matt’s background 
and duplicity puts Vivian and her children in jeopardy as she tries 
to find a way to save her family and her job. The turbulent 
storyline is interspersed with a recounting of her past memories of 
falling in love with Matt and starting their life together.This is a 
hard-to-put-down ingenious suspense thriller . – Terry
A February Fantastic Firsts Pick from Ballantine, $26.00.

Meet Our Booksellers
Constance: 
Strong characterization, imperfect but kick-ass protagonists, 
plots that hold you captive, and beautiful prose are just some 
of the things that make a great book for her. 

Kelly: 
Kelly is a reader of all things fantastic: from children’s 
fantasy literature (especially Harry Potter) to modern fantasy 
to medieval literature. Dark, lush, magical, and folk/ fairy-
tale stories are sure to capture her heart.  

Kim:
Crooks, murderers, detectives, and spies - a lover of mystery 
and suspense, Kim is a crime novel enthusiast.

Maryelizabeth:
Maryelizabeth reads across all of Mysterious Galaxy’s focus 
genres and media (prose, sequential art, ebooks, and 
occasionally audiobooks), with an emphasis on sociological 
fiction.

Terry:
Terry loves to discover new authors, new ideas, and new 
genres with compelling characters and plots that move her.
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The Mitford Murders by Jessica Fellowes
The Mitford Murders is an engaging 
Downton Abbey/Agatha Christie mash-
up set in the famous Mitford household in 
post-WWI Britain. It features the real-life 
unsolved murder of a war nurse who was 
the goddaughter of Florence Nightingale. 
A plucky young nursery maid, a railway 
policeman, and the eldest Mitford 
daughter, Nancy, team up to investigate 
the perplexing murder. The ravages of 
war, gender inequality, class division, and 

sibling rivalry are woven into the narrative. Five more books 
are planned for this clever series, each featuring a different 
Mitford sister. For fans of historical fiction, classic mysteries 
and Downton Abbey. – Kim
Minotaur Books, $25.99.

The Silent Room by Mari Hannah
A prison van is hijacked in broad 
daylight, and a lone prisoner escapes into 
a waiting car. The fugitive is a disgraced 
former police Special Branch agent, 
accused of illegal gun trafficking. But 
what if he is innocent? Espionage, 
corruption and clever plotting make The 
Silent Room a gripping thriller set in 
northeast England. Mari Hannah’s expert 
pacing shines as the chapters alternate 
between the police, the missing prisoner 

and three rogue agents who secretly engage in their own 
investigation. Their backstories and humanity help give this 
thriller a soul, and the pithy British copper dialogue adds to 
their appeal. Swedish thugs, a Russian whistle-blower, oil rig 
explosions and a dead brother are part of the the intrigue. For 
thriller and suspense aficionados. – Kim
Minotaur Books, $25.99.

The Widows of Malabar Hill by Sujata Massey
The Widows of Malabar Hill is a historical novel set in 1920s 
Bombay, introducing a Parsi, Oxford-educated woman lawyer, 
Perveen Mistry. Early in the book Perveen visits a polygamous 
Muslim household in which women are kept in total seclusion 
from the outside world. A murder occurs in their mansion, and 
Perveen gradually uncovers a complicated web of greed and 
deceit. The haunting traumas of Perveen’s past are revealed, 
also, and Perveen struggles to defend herself using deeply 
misogynistic Parsi law. The Widows of Malabar Hill includes a 
diverse array of characters and a fascinating portrayal of 

colonial Bombay’s rich multiculturalism. More books in this 
new series are planned. For fans of historical fiction and 
lawyer/sleuth novels. – Kim
Soho Crime, $26.95.

Young Adult 
Gunslinger Girl by Lyndsay Ely

Within the pretty pages of this book is a 
gritty western containing not only all the 
gunslinging action your heart could 
desire, but also a phenomenal story filled 
with a great cast of characters. Once you 
meet Serendpity Jones you will only want 
more of her story. Lyndsay integrates a 
variety of complex issues into her books 
with a deft hand that brings the book to 
life, giving flesh and bone to characters 
that could’ve easily fallen into 

stereotypes in a world that at times is painstakingly real and 
parallel to our own. Annie Oakley doesn’t hold a candle to 
Serendipity Jones, the best shot in the west. – Constance
A January Fantastic Firsts Pick from Jimmy Patterson, $17.99. 

Thunderhead by Neal Shusterman 
The Arc of a Scythe series is quickly toping my list of books 
that I think anyone and everyone should read. Thunderhead is set 
a year after we last saw Citra and Rowan in Scythe and the 
growing tensions and divided loyalties within the Scythedom 
have only escalated. Now on the brink of total and devastating 
revolution, the Scythedom—and perhaps even all of humanity—
relies on the actions of two teenagers. Thunderhead is a deep 
exploration of not only the perennial question of what it means to 
be human, but also of some of the biggest and most pressing 
issues of our time. Ultimately, Shusterman delivers a gripping, 
page-turner story, yet all the while gives us completely thought-
provoking material on the past, present, and future of humanity. 
Thunderhead is a novel deftly written and one that is utterly 
absorbing to read. Poignant. Perfect. My highest recommendation 
and my deepest entreaty: read. this. book. – Kelly
Simon & Schuster, $18.99.

Don’t Cosplay with My Heart by Cecil Castellucci
Cosplaying teen Edan Kupferman has an easier time 
expressing her anger at chaotic and troubling circumstances in 
her life when wearing the mask of super-powered Gargantua. 
An insightful look into what so many of us love about comics 
– and some of the challenges we have to face in the field. 
Cecil’s latest pairs well with Sarah Kuhn’s Heroine geeky 
romance series! – Maryelizabeth
Scholastic, $17.99.

The Cruel Prince by Holly Black
The Cruel Prince is a tale that leaves you wickedly smiling 
with an insatiable craving for the second book to be in your 
hands. If you have never read Holly Black, now is the perfect 
time to start. She writes devastatingly beautiful yet cruel Fae 
that inexplicably enthrall you, pulling you deeper and deeper 
into their world, when truly the only thing you should feel 
towards them is fear. Be careful though, for as our protagonist 
finds out, a human will never belong in their glittering courts 
and is viewed as little more than 
entertainment. Oh, what a twisted thing 
we become in the attempt to surpass our 
tormentors... – Constance

I was enthralled by Holly Black’s tale of 
Jude, a mortal teen raised in Faerie and 
determined to earn a permanent place for 
herself. Holly not only involves readers 
with familiar themes of teen alienation from 
family (including fey and mortal and 
blended siblings), choosing one’s own path and companions, and 
conflicts with schoolmates (who just happen to be Faerie royalty), 
but also builds a Faerie that is wonderfully weird and alien. 
Recommended for fans of Laini Taylor and Kiersten White. – 
Maryelizabeth
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, $18.99.

As You Wish by Chelsea Sedoti
“Be careful what you wish for” takes on new meaning in this 
thoughtful YA debut. In the middle of the Mojave Desert, the 
town of Madison, Nevada has a secret. This is a secret they 
guard with great fervor and intent, as they know what will 
happen if this secret is discovered: Every citizen in Madison 
gets to make a wish on their eighteenth birthday, a wish that 
always comes true. 
But, as we all know, wishes have consequences, and Eldon 
Wilkes has seen the results of these unintended consequences 
throughout his town and in his own family. With his birthday 
on the horizon, he is deeply conflicted. His parents are 
pressuring him to wish for money, which they believe will 
solve many of their problems. Eldon doesn’t necessarily 
believe that that this is the right wish for him, and he believes 
that wishing is the root of many of their problems. As the 
countdown to his birthday reduces the amount of time he has 
to figure this out, Eldon’s coming of age journey takes him to 
some unexpected places … all the way to a satisfying 
conclusion … at least for some. – Terry
Sourcebooks Fire, $17.99.

January’s Fantastic Firsts
Science Fiction/Fantasy
Black Star Renegades 
by Michael Moreci
“... it brims with exotic 
locales, weird aliens, an evil 
empire, and a Jedi-like hero 
with a cohort of misfits.” 

Mystery/Thriller
The Wife Between Us 
by Greer Hendricks 
and Sarah Pekkanen
“An ex-wife. A future 
wife. The husband of their 
dreams. Uncertainty will 
keep you turning the 
pages.” – Terry

Young Adult 
Gunslinger Girl by 
Lyndsay Ely
“.. a gritty western containing 
not only all the gunslinging 
action your heart could desire, 
but also a phenomenal story 
filled with a great cast of 
characters.” – Constance

Science Fiction/Fantasy 
Paperback
The Bastard 
Legion: Book 1 by 
Gavin G. Smith 
“Some great world-
building, a varied cast 
of characters, and a 
take-no-nonsense anti-
heroine ... well worth 
checking out.”

Cozy Mystery Paperback
Better Dead by 
Pamela Kopfler
“Page-turning, fun, and 
filled with suspense–and 
very unique characters! 
As the saying goes, a 
‘keeper,’ and just the 
beginning of the series!” 
– Heather Graham

Mysterious Galaxy’s Fantastic Firsts program is our  
book club that brings you new and exciting reads each  
month at a 20% discount. It’s easy, pick your favorite 

genre (SF/Fantasy, YA, Mystery, Cozy) and receive  
an awesome read each month! 

We can ship it to your door or you can pick it up in store.  
To learn more, talk to any of our booksellers, call us at  

858-268-4747, or check us out online at mystgalaxy.com


